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Title word cross-reference

\((a, k) \ [94], \ 1 \ [436], \ 2 \ [126], \ 3n \ [353, \ 7], \ 
\ell (\ell \geq 3) \ [38], \ F \ [231], \ g_0, g_1, \ldots, g_k \ [235], \ 
h(w) = w^n \ [437], \ k \ [248], \ n \ [80, \ 194], \ n^2 \log n \ [215], \ \Sigma^p_2 \ [436]. \)

- [436]. -calculus [32]. -complete [436].
- dimensional [194]. -lower [7]. -machines [94]. -output [126]. -reducibility [84].

0L [235, 422].

2DST [189].

Abstract [161, 430, 200, 394, 374, 271, 281].

abstractions [97, 198]. acceleration [429].
Additive [182, 1]. Adequacy [169].
Algebraic [446, 323, 200, 453, 317, 50, 336, 391, 394, 36, 374, 104, 161, 393, 222].
allowing [453]. alphabet [436, 127].
alphabets [437]. Alternating [418, 318].
alternation [167, 265]. Alternative [303].
ambiguity [47, 383]. ambiguous [307, 342].


generating [367]. generated [74, 378, 39, 211, 133, 82]. Generalized [74, 378, 39, 211, 133, 82]. generating [171].
grammatical [99]. Graph [26, 206, 184, 152, 115, 392, 33, 262, 277, 399, 14, 19].

finite-valuedness [251]. finitely [367].

Firing [81, 194].


grammatical [99]. Graph [26, 206, 184, 152, 115, 392, 33, 262, 277, 399, 14, 19].

graph-like [14, 19]. graphs [280, 146, 24, 76, 276, 81, 100, 106, 165, 144, 365, 417].

Greendlinger [413]. group [177, 208, 413]. groups [415, 402, 31, 438]. growing [248]. growth [369]. guarded [373].


Hoares [337]. homeomorphism [10].

Homomorphic [423, 135]. homomorphisms [248]. hypergraphs [408].


interference [331]. interpolation [9].
interpretations [213, 30, 95]. intersection [415, 328]. invariant [25, 98, 95].
Jantzen [366, 413]. join [427].
known [426]. Krom [377].
Nondeterministic [70, 73, 30, 405, 69, 32, 203, 355]. nonredundant [346]. nonsingular [397].
superconcentrator
Superexponential
Superconcentrators
Strategies
Store
Sum
Subset
Subgraph
Succinct
Succinctness
Super
Super-nets
Superconcentrator
Superexponential
Supersequence
Symmetric
Synchronization
Table
Tape
Tape-bounded
Tapes
Task
Tasks
Tautology
Technique
Technology
Temporal
Ten
Term
Term-rewriting
Terminal
Termination
Terms
tessellation
Testing
Their
Them
Three
Three-way
Thue
Time
Time-optimal
Time-space
Times
TL
TL-schemes
Tools
Total
Tractable
Trade
Trade-offs
Tradeoff
Truncations
Truncation
Type
Type-rules
Type-free
Type-rules
Types
Unary
Unbounded
Undecidability
Undecidable
Undetermined
Unification
Unified
Uniform
Uniformly [248].


Upper [347, 122]. use [40, 218]. user [245].

using [370, 207, 78, 264, 43, 428, 276, 234].

valuedness [251]. variables [371].

variations [76]. variety [160]. various [85].

verifications [128]. versus [84, 334]. very [13]. via [150, 155, 424]. vs [52, 254, 373].

way [205, 321, 288, 204]. weak [174, 204].

weaker [137]. weakest [364]. weight [35].

weight-balanced [35]. well [322].

well-structured [322]. whether [309].

which [157, 162, 382, 218, 438]. while [157].

while-programs [157]. whose [215].

without [137, 151, 109, 221, 40, 371]. words [58, 181, 211, 418]. wordsequence [363].

worktape [218]. Wythoff [357].

years [337].
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